
Mosaic Forms & Patterns

Stepping Stone 
Display Easel
Display your finest 
stepping stones 
vertically for all 
to see!  Great for 
indoor display at 
home, work, or at 
craft shows.  Two 
piece black wrought 
iron stand is 12” 
tall, yet stores flat.  
Holds stones as 
large as 16” hex.
#7213

Mosaic Stepping Stone Forms & Patterns 
Mosaic forms for decorative stones are made 
of extra heavy ABS plastic and come with a 
manufacturer’s guarantee against cracking.  16” 
hex stepping stone patterns below are also used 
for creating mosaic table tops.  Other beautiful 
patterns and instructions can be found in our wide 
selection of mosaic pattern books.

Getting Started in Glass Mosaics

T he ancient art form of mosaic used small pieces of colored glass, stone or tile set in grout to 
create colorful pictures.  The revival of this ancient art has taken the stained glass industry 
by storm.  Just think – no need to grind, foil or solder when creating beautiful mosaic 

pieces!  We have the books, patterns, and tools to get you started making garden stepping stones, 
mosaic table tops, and many colorful gift items.  Garden stepping stones have been particularly 
popular, and we have every imaginable size and shape!

Mix & Match Stepping Stone Forms for Quantity Discount!

#7516
16” Hexagon Form

#7515
14” Round Form

#MF443
12” Round Form

#MF379
12” Square Form

#7588
8” Square Form

#JT308
Cardinal

#JT303
Dolphin

#JT314
Cat & Mouse

#CKE190
Water Lily

#CKE189
Sunflower

#JT312
Sailboat

#JT306
Egret

#JT302
Dragonfly 

#JT304
Frog

#CKE192
Sundial

#JT310
Hummingbird

16” Hex Mosaic Patterns

#CKE197
4 Garden Brick II Pattern Set

#CKE196
4 Garden Brick Pattern Set

4” x 8” Mosaic Brick Form
Use as an elegant doorstop, or to 
replace standard size bricks in a 
walkway or brick wall with colorful 
accents!  See patterns below for 
exciting garden brick designs.
#7548 

#JT311
Mermaid

#CKE188
Pansy Faces

#JT305
Sea Shells

#JT301
Sea Turtle

8” Mosaic Stepping Stone/Trivet Forms
Create unique stepping stone walkways by combining different sizes and 
shapes.  These 8” round and 8” square forms can also be cast thinner for 
marvelous trivets!

#7588   #MF111


